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CHAKRA CHIC

A 2021 CHECKLIST



These lists are here to Feng Shui that Root Chakra. They serve
to get you grounded with gusto. Now is the time to clean out
and glow up for a smooth 2021. Do not let this list stress you

out. The entire practice is a peaceful and mindful intention that
you can work on over a few weeks. It does not have to be done

in one day. 

The Root Chakra holds our stability, security, grounding; all in
all our energetic foundation. Organization is an integral part of

balancing this energy center. If your unruly ducks won't get in a
row and effortless, balanced chic seems so far away, then this

is a great jumping off point to aligning your intentions. 

Cheers to your glowing Root Chakra
and Happy New Year! 

(thank goodness)

To learn more about Chakras please visit 

getchakrachic.com

A B O U T  T H I S  C H E C K L I S T



CLEAR OUT THAT DIRTY INBOX.
Delete anything not worth saving. and 

UNSUBSCRIBE FROM JUNK CRAP MAIL
Personally, I have a separate email for store and sales. It has made
managing my Inbox so much easier AND if I don't need to shop, I
don't see the temptation of sales. 

PROPERLY FILE THE IMPORANTS
Properly file anything that is. Important receipts and emails should
always be stored in specific files.

MARK CERTAIN SENDERS AS   IMPORTANT 
It is so handy to know that if my bank emails me that it shows
right at the top of the pile! Simple change, peace of mind. 

UPDATE THE BACKGROUND PHOTO
Make it something you enjoy or maybe something that inspires
you. 

PRINT ANYTHING NECESSARY FOR PAPER FILES
This is important. You never know and I'm sorry but old fashioned
paper systems are still relevant. Just sayin'. 

ALTER THE TABS IF THEY DO NOT WORK FOR YOU
Certain senders may need to be delivered under Promotions but
they always show up elsewhere. Alter the settings to work for you.
That is efficient af. 

SCHEDULE WEEKLY INBOX MAINTENANCE SESSIONS
Make it a nice moment. Light a candle, play some nice music and
happily check that sucker off your list. Maintenance is the key to
keeping a system flowing. 
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YOUR INBOX

The motherload of junk mail, the basis for receipts and updates.
Time to zhuzh up that inbox and get it working for you. 



SERIOUSLY THOUGH, FENG SHUI YOUR PHONE
Begin with the apps on your home screen. Ensure they function
perfectly. Divide them into groups if needed. 

MOVING ON TO YOUR CONTACTS
Is everyone's info correct? Delete any no longer needed. Create
groups for efficient future messaging. 

DELETE THE MESSAGE THREAD FROM 2017, ALREADY
You will find crazy stuff if you scroll long enough. See something
you want to keep? Screenshot it and save it a special photo file
named Memories. 

DELETE OLD ALARMS AND REMINDERS
You may not have any but it is good to keep all clutter down, if you
are guilty of this. 

THOSE 20,000,000 PHOTOS THOUGH
Go ahead, delete all those similar shots that look just the same.
Keep the best one. File photos under like topics for easy reference.
(This is also helpful for batching IG content)

WEEKLY DELETE SESH
Yep, just like the inbox you will want to set up a time each week to
banish the misshots before they pile up again.

SWITCH APPS TO FACE ID/FINGERPRINT LOGIN FOR EASE
Certain senders may need to be delivered under Promotions but
they always show up elsewhere. Alter the settings to work for you.
That is efficient af. 

LASTLY, DELETE IGNORED APPS
How long has it been since you actually used that app? Just delete
it if more than 6-8 months. 
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YOUR PHONE

The window to the outside world, holder of mistaken photos and
outdated text threads. It works round the clock for you, and maybe
it too deserves some TLC. 



A B O U T

Hey there! I am Grace Dawn, a Certified
Chakra Therapist and Wellness Curator. I
love all things organization and
efficiency. I also love sharing new ways
to align your chic. I love a NEW YEAR! It
is a chance for a clean slate and honestly
each day is a chance for a clean slate.
Begin a new with a streamlined system to
keep your virtual life in order. You will
thank yourself in five months. It takes
less than an hour a week to feel
organized and chic. Cheers! Don't
forget to enjoy the moment! Feel free to
check out thegracedawn.net for more
lifestyle tips. Want to work with me?
Send me an email and let's get you
feeling fly!

getchakrachic.com
getchakrachic@gmail.com

thank you! 


